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Region 3 Interagency Council Recommendations:
Priority 1.

The voice of the community needs to be an integral component in any
future legislative efforts addressing the elimination of disproportionality
and disparities.

Priority 2.

The legislatively mandated partnership between the CEDD and the
Regional Advisory Chairs for the State of Texas to ensure accountability
and sustainability of the work.

Priority 3.

The use of cross systems trainings using anti-racist principles such as
Undoing Racism© by the People’s Institute need to be a legislatively
mandated integral component in any future legislative efforts addressing
the elimination of disproportionality and disparities.

Priority 4.

The legislatively mandated use of research within all of HHSC to gather
data of the disproportionality and disparities present. The State needs to
continue research designated to addressing racial disparities within
systems along with the impact of institutional factors on such disparities.

Priority 5.

Detailed data analysis of HHSC demographics of clients, staff, and
cultural competencies utilizing anti-racist principles to include the
following:
1. Comparative analysis of staff by race and gender to assess how
services are rendered
2. Comparative analysis of clients by race and gender to assess client
perception of treatment and services provided
3. Analysis of HHSC policies and procedures using anti-racist
principles
a. History
b. Networking
c. Culture
d. Gate keeping
e. Leadership Development
f. Internalized racial oppression (racial inferiority and racial
superiority)
g. Accountability

Priority 6.
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Accessibility and collection of data needs to be required within the foster
care system. They are currently not presenting the number of confirmed
victims within foster care as it relates to ethnic background.

Priority 7.

Implementation of the Interactive Dialogues on Racial Disparities
conducted in Child Protective Services in Tarrant County to be
legislatively mandated within all HHSC departments. These dialogues
have provided an opportunity to assess staff awareness of racial disparities
and its impact on the client served in the CPS system.

*Region 3 currently has representation in 4 counties: Collin, Dallas, Denton, and Tarrant.

Chairs Include:
Mary Woodson, Collin County Advisory Chair
Wanda Smith, Dallas County Advisory Chair
Dr. Pamela Baker, Dallas Co-Chair
Lydia Rambo, Denton County Advisory Chair
Dr. Ebony Hall, Tarrant County Advisory Chair
Charlotte Smith, Tarrant Co-Chair
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Letter Supporting Priority 3 & 4 written by Denton County Chair:

Friday, August 24, 2012
Dear Interagency Council,
I do have thoughts about how agencies can begin to address disproportionality within
their respective systems and I will share my thoughts with you about that.
We have all had the undoing racism training from the People’s Institute and one of the
things that I really try to watch for is institutional racism and how it impacts people of
color…..every system has this and it is so entrenched that many simply do not see it. I had sent to
everyone a report from the children’s defense league that really speaks to the issue and so I will
give an example of what I am talking about. When children enter kindergarten to begin school
they are taught the basics of reading skills. Those skills are to be strengthened and fostered at
home by the parents. Early education requires that very young children read 2-3 simple books
every week to perfect the skill of reading. This is the very foundation of the remainder of a
child’s education. Without that basic reading skill a child can become lost to higher levels of
learning required to simply graduate high school, and then college would not be possible. This
notion of reading at home in the evening works best if there is a parent or someone else available
to work with the child to learn how to read. However, what if the family does not speak English,
or is illiterate, or consists of single parents with multiple children. The children simply do not
get the help that they need, and begin to fall further, further behind each year until they end up in
the 9th grade for the second or third time and they cannot read.
This is a good example of Institutional racism and so for this system perhaps they can
begin a mentoring program or like in my grandsons school they instituted a reading buddy
program. The reading buddy is older kids in the school who do read well, they are assigned
younger child to work with every week for about an hour. This way the younger child will
receive reading help that they might not otherwise get at home.
I would like to suggest that each and every agency represented by the IC identify how
their agency may be contributing to Institutional Racism. Once the identification is made I would
like to suggest that each agency vigorously train their staff on the definition of Institutional
racism and how it impacts persons of color who come into contact with their systems. These
agencies can also begin the steps to outline how change can occur that eventually eliminates
institutional racism.
I know we would all like to eliminate racism immediately, but it did not get here
overnight and it will take time to improve the situation. I think once a majority of people become
more aware of Institutional racism the more things will improve, but education is the key here.
Sincerely,
Lydia Rambo, Denton County Advisory Chair
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Documentation Supporting Priority 7 from Tarrant County Child Protective Services:
Tarrant County has implemented the Interactive Dialogues on Racial Disparities in CPS which
has been active for approximately 16 months. These are small groups of 12 - 15 that meet for 3
hours and follow the below curriculum written and implemented by the Tarrant County Practice
and Leadership groups. The agency has compiled a list of staff who have attended with dates
and locations. At each location there is one group that meets from 8:30 - 11:30 and a different
group from 1:30 - 3:30. Approximately 240 staff has participated. The following is attached:



Curriculum Outline
Feedback received from group members from each dialogue.

The participation is an extension of the work completed initially in KWYA workshops. The
Program Administrator, Phil Hawkins (also a member of the Tarrant County Advisory
Committee) convenes the dialogues, along with 2 supervisor and/or PD level staff of color. His
assistant selects those invited and ensures the ethnic/racial balance is approximately 50% White
and 50% staff of Color.
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Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
4/22/11; Ben Street
*Excellent!
*Exciting endeavor to get all stages of CPS linked and working cohesively.
*I think the open discussion is great
*More time
*Good conversation and open communication
*Absolutely loved the open dialogue and I liked how titles were thrown out the door and could
talk freely.
*Idea: Create a survey and give to staff to see how (we) DFPS can impact disproportionality;
create questions with options (A-D)
*Maybe when selecting the staff to be in the group. More of each department within each
meeting. INV, FBSS and CVS in the same setting, not just one unit.
*Would like to see more talk back groups to educate the agency about dispro and families in the
dispro zip codes. Would like to have a dispro community fair and invite families to come and
meet the workers and become familiar with the work that the agency is trying to accomplish in
the community (Jackie Clark-Winfrey).
*Please keep us informed of resources that can assist our families. With budget cuts it has
limited our ability to effectively assist our families. We need to provide realistic expectations to
them and need resources to do so.
*Include actual outcomes of case scenarios
*Encourage all workers to document narratives professionally and respectfully to the family; ie.
Address parents by formal names, Mr. XX or Ms. XX
*Good refresher! Reminds me to address with my staff the issue periodically to refresh them.
*Good statistics. The video is very thought provoking. Maybe for the activities, use different
scenarios for each group.
*Email everyone a list of "Phil's books."
Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
6/17/11; Sanford
*In addition to more training and scrutiny, FAD staff need to be reassigned.
Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
7/15/11; Resource Connection
*Discuss more experienced situation and how to go about handling the situation. Discuss
interracial situations.
*Hold more often.
*Discuss other complexities that affect dispro so that when INV go into homes they are more
aware of other biases that affect race.
*Let's stop putting time frames on keeping children safe.
*Group activities to interact and engage better.
*I'd like to learn more about specific services/organizations in the community and obtain a list of
these services.
*More resources
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*Continue with this training.
*I thought this was a great dialogue on race, but how about similar dialogues or trainings
regarding disabilities or homosexuality.
*This is one session that we must keep alive in protecting the little ones that are unable to protect
themselves.
*More discussion on diversity not just race of black and white.
*Allow most of the time for sharing not so much telling everybody what you want to say. Just
ask questions.
*Smaller groups.
*I think that maybe family members that had an opportunity to deal with CPS, whether good or
bad experience, come and share their experiences and what they feel would change their
experiences in the future.
*Have guest speakers from African countries come to give insight to culture. I have learned a lot
from Master word interpreters.
Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
8/26/11; Fort Worth Alliance for Children
*Likes being truthful about racism; I think CPS could use a mentor program.
*Very educational
*I liked the small setting and knowledgeable trainers; It would be helpful to have advanced data,
more information on environmental issues, policies and more information on resources. I
suggest time saving techniques for investigators and ideas on caseload management and
mentoring families. Will the problem of abuse/neglect even be solved, how can we as an agency
change the way people within the agency think. The limitation we face daily.
*The presentation was great. Information was very helpful; however, it would be nice to hear
about resources that will help keep children out of care.
*I enjoyed the training. It was nice to see everyone's views and opinions. The graphs and charts
were very information. Very educational! Thanks!
*Good meeting
*Like! The stories by each person was very good and created the free atmosphere. Also the
chart is very educational and depicts the issue in a concise manner. Appears no mixture of stages
of service.
*I was thankful that it was not an attack situation and that the information was delivered in an
open way.
*I liked learning about my co-worker's up-bringing and backgrounds. Interesting and
informative. Thank you!
*Thanks for the forum; more guided discussion at the end maybe open response to specific
questions.
*Each can give an example of how they personally can or do dispro work. What does respect for
a family mean to them, give examples. Examples of anytime you were accused of being
disrespectful.
*I think it's great to continue to have reviews periodically about this issue. It's been 5+ years
since my trainings. A refresher is a good thing.
I enjoyed the fact that the conference was more conversational rather than lecture. I learned a lot
more from hearing about people's experiences.
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*I did learn from the meetings. Doing this type of training only 1 time will not work, this type of
training should be held at least 2x/year. After listening to your young caseworkers tell you about
their life. Do you feel they should have more training in the area so that they can better serve the
clients? Good session
*I liked the opening conversation. I also liked the fact no one judged what was said.
*I think the training was good and informative. The training allowed everyone to talk and tell
everyone about themselves. It allowed me to get a better understanding of disproportionality.
*Good program. There needs to be someone that we can go to when an incident occurs
regarding race.
*Good discussion across all spectrums. Did not focus solely on "white privilege." We hear all
the negatives on disproportionality, I would like to see the positive side of what has been done
since 2005. Please bring master word back!
*More examples would be good.
*Good group discussions.
*Suggest remedies for the different problems occurring within the black communities. Our
workers for the most part work hard and they have experience and can give insight on ways to
help or improve the families.
*I suggest more time discussion what a CPS investigator can do to make disport less of an issue
and less time learning of the negatives that have been out there.
Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
9/16/11; John T. White Office
*Wonderful training! I loved the introductions and allowing us to tell about our experiences. I
learned a lot, just by listening to what my co-workers have been through regarding race and
dispro.
*Look at policy to ensure that it is not a cause for disproportionality.
*This meeting went really well. It is always good to have this meeting in the morning.
*The training was great and provided detailed information regarding race and disproportionality.
Enjoyed group activity and listening to other's stories.
*I learned a lot from having everyone's stories. Very informative. Thank you!
*Good discussion; learned a lot.
*It was a good experience for me! It was time well spent on a Friday.
*Keep up the good work!
*The personal histories are powerful.
*This was a wonderful training. We covered everything I would think of. Keep up the great
work. I really enjoyed.
*The issue isn't often the issue for clients-be willing to listen and understand on a deeper level
what the real issue is.
*We are all gate keepers (of CPS) and all workers must know it. Accept it and honor it.
*Great job-continue to move forward with getting this message out!
*Ice breaker shorter
*Every staff member needs this class. Not just one time. We need to remember.
*Training appears ok.
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*Enjoyed the ice breaker. Think a good way for discussion. I had a lot to say but didn't know if
it was a good time for discussion. Maybe invite for discussion during ice breaker. Otherwisewonderful! Thanks.
*Trainings like these are very much needed, very often!!
*Interesting stories of others. Like my dad said: If you are drowning no matter what color the
hand, grab it (Jennifer Ware).
*I really enjoyed the open conversation that this training opportunity provided. I like that instead
of the ultimate goal being to hand out packets and have a structured educational experience, it
was open dialogue and taught in a different way then typical trainings and taught self-awareness
and struck people to think about things in a different way; which can more educational than
anything else. I would have liked for it to be a bit longer to facilitate more dialogue and
understanding regarding things people said that brought up a lot of questions in my mind.
*Great discussions. Snacks would be great!
*Informative, critical thinking enhancement, attentive, interesting participation.
*This interactive was an encouragement to me. We need to balance our workload to get it all
done.
*Thank you!! I have learned so much about myself. God Blessed this program (Diana BerryCarson).
Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
10/21/11; Hurst Office
*Policy for PCSP; look at ways to do a risk assessment for families with certain criminal history.
*I really enjoyed hearing about others upbringing and perceptions.
*I was reluctant to attend but enjoyed being here! We all learned something.
*Good training
*It was a great conference. I wouldn't change anything.
*I really enjoyed the meeting, especially the "ice breaker". It enabled staff to speak of issues that
are uncomfortable and bond through this.
*Very enjoyable. It is always interesting hearing the different backgrounds of others.
*I really enjoyed the Interactive Group. Please keep this going.
*Nice presentation.
*I was apprehensive about coming but I am glad that I did. (Dionne)
*This training was very helpful and informative.
*I enjoyed hearing about other people's experiences.

Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
11/18/11; Watauga Office
*I think this is a great and interesting talk because we need to learn about dealing with racism
even at the workplace. Thank you for your time.
*Conversations like this should happen more than every few years. Changing attitudes and
practices needs constant reinforcement. I think more work needs to be done in the communityespecially with schools. The majority of reports come from school counselors/teachers/nurses.
Are we working with them to help them understand different cultures and race?
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*Interesting to see the comparisons between 2005, 2009 and 2010. I liked the idea of having
culture in your home.
*The interactive dialogue is necessary because we like to be "woke" up-out of the everyday
trenches. It allows you time to think and re-evaluate resources.
*More dialogue needed about possible solutions for disparity.
*Great forum! I work in the office with most of these people everyday and knew little about
them. I was wondering if you could talk to the pastors at the town hall meeting about assisting
youth aging out of care.
*Awesome training; non judgmental.
*Very helpful
*This was helpful and informative. Enjoyed the personal stories.
*Although I was somewhat uncomfortable about this meeting prior to coming, I really enjoyed
the discussions and found it very thought provoking.
*I enjoyed exchanging information about our history and experiences. It would have been nice
to do some team building exercises.
*I think that the meeting is helpful to the worker by reminding us that we all need to recognize
our vulnerabilities.
*Can we use the video as part of a unit meeting (Sandy Raef)
*I found this group to be helpful eye opening experience.
*This was very interesting and is needed more. Thank you, Demetria.
*I learned a lot of valuable information about others-enjoyed that greatly.
*Offer suggestions on how to deal with institutional racism and how it affects our families.
*I enjoyed hearing about the different experiences. The statistics were not surprising. I believe
personal bias has a lot to do with the numbers.
*I liked the class because I learned about my peers. So, now I have developed a deeper
appreciation for my peer's perspective about racism. This was fun, let's do this again!
*Is it possible to look at zip codes and even units to determine where these removals are coming
from?
*I would like to see talking about real issues of race in the work place.
Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
3/30/12; Westside
*Good talk; expand more on supervisors providing positive attitude to empower our workers.
*I thought the information was helpful and eye opening, especially the video with the children
and the baby dolls. The only suggestion I have is having some cases of dispro for examples to
give faces to the statistics.
*I like how you talk about dispro units but I think you need to add how to work with families
with all races and all stages of service. Great job, Brandy! True passion.
*Loved the ice breaker and the "no" title to our names. I want to encourage more dialogue about
race than just a few people talking. If you establish ground rules then you need to call folks out
when they use racial slurs, "wet back"
*Time limit should be placed on personal background sharing. Liked the sharing to ease
assumption of people.
*Like the open discussion about dispro and personal experiences.
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*What can I as an HST for the state do? Can we adopt? I can assist with making families aware
of the problem (Joy Smith-Parsons).
*Less time on personal experiences and more emphasis on how to make changes.
*Food and beverage. Like the visual of books which shows Phil is interested in change.
*Great class. More time to discuss discomforts of each race.
*Liked the ice breaker part, which helps us to know a little about other's experiences.
*Ground rules list is a benefit every unit should use. Appreciated the open discussion and
sharing our backgrounds. It allowed me to learn how others feel.
*This was very helpful and has given me a lot to think about.
*Schedule these meetings at the beginning of the month instead of the end of the month.
*Enjoyed the class, learned a lot about other's experiences, learned that same races have racism
between their own race. Add courageous conversations to curriculum.
*Everything was great and wonderful. Mind opening experience that allowed me to know about
the people I work with and their culture.
*The group talk was great. All and all it was a great training.
*Great training. A lot of useful information. Interesting how colleagues spent childhood in
regard to racism.
*Interesting. Learned things that I did not think about.
*The posters of the statistics need to be labeled with the same measurement standard.
*Training materials
*I think more discussion regarding how to overcome race barriers with regard to communication
and working with families would be helpful. Especially in a variety of cultures not just black
families.
*PowerPoint, group smaller, games
*Suggestions: Interactive activities/games, power points, handouts, reinforce ground rules (i.e.
racial slurs). Favorites: hearing everyone's stories and sharing my own story.
*Great to get to know about each other.
*Handouts on dispro.
Feedback from Dispro Site Meeting
7/27/12; Ben Avenue
*Helped me understand how African Americans are viewed. I enjoyed the stories of the staff in
how they were raised and view racism.
*I think that there should be more discussion about how white Americans feel in certain
situations where it’s mostly African Americans.
*Session was great, continue to educate workers on cultural differences.
*The class was not very informative. The basic information was discussed in Knowing Who
You Are. A waste of time, especially if next week you all will be complaining about
delinquency.
*Disturbing
*Today is 7/26/12
*Very enlightening-interesting to hear stories of participants lives growing up with racism.
*I think that it was very informative. I liked that it was informal and a small group. I think a
way to help dispro is to educate further and give concrete numbers.
*Cross train everyone to recognize dispro and not just investigations assigned to those zip codes.
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*I enjoyed the class.
*I liked the ice breaker to share personal experiences-it helps make the experiences some
individual racial/ethnic groups have more real and relatable. I would like to see this program
move toward becoming more specific to units/stages of services vs. the overall stats of the
agency.
*I wasn’t surprised to see difference in charts, that will occur when you focus attention on
certain zip codes. Maybe focus on way to improve length.
*Good information. I think there should be more trainings like these.
*meeting was helpful in our continuing conversations about the issue of disproportionality. The
information and stats we can share with others would be helpful.
*Session-good discussion but so much time spent on sharing that the rest was limited. Perhaps
this could be balanced for more questions/discussion of issues people are dealing with.
*This has been an eye-opening experience for me. I was able to hear things about people and
their upbringing that made me realize that people are the way they are based on their life
experiences.
*I am happy to be a part of this dialogue and it was a great learning experiences. I just want to
improve to serve the community. Thank you!
*I think caseworkers need continued training on working with families of different cultures. I
also think we need to talk about all races being racist against each other.
*Our society has made some progress but not enough. As an agency I would like to know where
we are failing our black clients in that there is so much disparity.
*Liked the video. Spent way too much time going around the room.
*It was very informative. I got some insight into things I’ve never thought about.
*Offer “knowing who you are” within the community. Offer forums that fill the community in
about disproportionality.
*Sessions should stay on point, conversations drifted away from disproportionality. Re-visit the
application process for new hires. Give knowing who you are and Undoing Racism in the
Academy.
*We need more resources that our families can use from their community. We need to connect
with families through the communities.
*Suggestion for addressing disproportionality: More corroboration with local resources to
understand what’s available to specific communities.
*People need to be more respectful of families.
*Training was informative and had a lot of good information. It helps to hear from different
stages of service. As far as addressing disproportionality these trainings help in making sure we
are all aware of services.
*Enjoyed the experience.
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